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Of Atheism 
 

Atheism is the unshackling of one’s mind from religious dogma and living one's life free of forced 

moral guidelines by any ancient belief system, a slave releasing themselves from religions 

harsh and cruel bondage. For the atheist, one lives a single, fleeting existence, and to spend 

that time in fear of what comes after is a pointless exercise in futility. While atheism often 

seemith a foolish practice to the outsider, the rational practice is mainly based in the 

understanding and perception of the physical world. Richard Dawkins saith, “Gods are fragile 

things; they may be killed by a whiff of science or a dose of common sense.” An atheist believes 

not in any particular god, but in the world around him, viewing every physical event as a solely 

physical event, with naught a spiritual, unseen element. The atheist observith the world around 

him or her as the only true thing he or she can say exists;  Heaven, Hell,  Sheol, Gehenna, and 

all other forms of afterlives are unprovable until the day one departs from this world. Thus, ought 

why one  attempt to debate and spend his fleeting life trying to prove its existence when simply 

living one's own life ought be what matters? Many fear atheists to be vile beasts, fueled by a 

mindless hatred of religion and its believers. Yet the vast majority of atheists viewith no quarrel 

in the simple belief in religion; yet the non-believer doth quarrel whenever the zealots of any 

faith attempt to thrust those views onto them, or worse, to society at large, markedly by those 

who seeith themselves as a kind of evangelical David standing against an oppressive, secular 

Goliath, yet often coming across more as attempted slave owners desiring to ensnare all men's 

minds with vile, contemptible views. Thomas Jefferson, one of the founders of the United 
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States, voiced his belief that “Christianity neither is, nor ever was, a part of the common law.” 

Yet there are those who constantly struggle to put theocratic thinking into the United States 

democratic government utilizing often unintelligible logic to attempt to back their ideas up. This 

thought process that a lone specimen’s interpretation of religion ought be the sole thing that 

controls the lives of hundreds of thousands of people, and naught the specimen itself, is that 

which the non-believer often is at odds. Many might consider pointing to a line from Psalm in 

order to blast and berate their godless foils: “The fool says in his heart, ‘There is no God.’ saith 

he. ‘They are corrupt, they do abominable deeds, there is none who does good.’” Yet 1 Samuel 

shows David to be of a far more morally compromising character than the majority of known 

fools: “‘David arose and went, along with his men, and killed two hundred of the Philistines.’ 

saith 1 Samuel.  ‘And David brought their foreskins, which were given in full number to the king, 

that he might become the king's son-in-law. And Saul gave him his daughter Michal for a wife.’” 

A senseless slaughter in the name of a woman's hand brings one to believe that David might 

ought to  have little if no ground to stand on moral superiority. To state otherwise displays a 

twisted reasoning that many men, if not all, ought question. Of course, many might superimpose 

the average atheists face and beliefs with that of Joseph Stalin, the infamous dictator and 

monster of Russia who was as godless as most of his atheist ilk. Yet not only was his senseless 

slaughter of those who attempted to rise against him, not in the name of his godlessness, but by 

the same esoteric logos, an atheist may doth the same contemptible act to the Christian people 

with Ferdinand II of Aragon, the Pope who established the Spanish Inquisition, and therefore led 

the deaths of thousands of heretics, all solely in the name of religion. Yet now, in our so modern 

era, most non-believers simply long for the day where all release themselves from their 

shackles, and discover the world of true, uninhibited freedom. 






